Differentially ligand-functionalized microcantilever arrays for metal ion identification and sensing.
A microcantilever array sensor with cantilevers differentially functionalized with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of thiolated ligands is prepared by simultaneous capillary coating. This array is described for the detection of metal ions including Li+, Cs+, Cu2+, Co2+, Fe3+, and Al3+. Binding of the charged metal cations to the surface of the microcantilever sensors produces surface stress that causes bending of the cantilevers that is detected as tip deflection using an array of vertical cavity surface emitting lasers and a position-sensitive detector. Optimization studies of the nanostructured dealloyed surface were performed for SAMs based on their response to Cu2+ cations. Sensor performance experiments demonstrate good sensitivity toward metal ions, with limits of detection as low as 10(-8) molar. A multiplex capillary coating method for cantilever array creation is demonstrated and validated based on surface-enhanced Raman spectra obtained from adjacent cantilevers that were functionalized with different thiolated SAMs. The cantilever array coated with a range of thiolated ligands was exposed to the group of metal ions. The response characteristics of each metal ion show substantial diversity, varying not only in response magnitude, but response kinetics. A pattern recognition algorithm based on a combination of independent component analysis and support vector machines was able to validate that the sensor array response profiles produced enough information content that metal ions could be reliably classified with probabilities as high as 89%.